A spatiotemporal complexity architecture of human brain activity
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Abstract

The human brain operates in large-scale functional networks, collectively subsumed as the functional connectome\(^1\)–\(^13\). Recent work has begun to unravel the organization of the connectome, including the temporal dynamics of brain states\(^14\)–\(^20\), the trade-off between segregation and integration\(^9\),\(^15\),\(^21\)–\(^23\), and a functional hierarchy from lower-order unimodal to higher-order transmodal processing systems\(^24\)–\(^27\). However, it remains unknown how these network properties are embedded in the brain and if they emerge from a common neural foundation.

Here we apply time-resolved estimation of brain signal complexity to uncover a unifying principle of brain organization, linking the connectome to neural variability\(^6\),\(^28\)–\(^31\). Using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), we show that neural activity is marked by spontaneous “complexity drops” that reflect episodes of increased pattern regularity in the brain, and that functional connections among brain regions are an expression of their simultaneous engagement in such episodes. Moreover, these complexity drops ubiquitously propagate along cortical hierarchies, suggesting that the brain intrinsically reiterates its own functional architecture. Globally, neural activity clusters into temporal complexity states that dynamically shape the coupling strength and configuration of the connectome, implementing a continuous re-negotiation between cost-efficient segregation and communication-enhancing integration\(^9\),\(^15\),\(^21\),\(^23\). Furthermore, complexity states resolve the recently discovered association between anatomical and functional network hierarchies comprehensively\(^25\)–\(^27\),\(^32\). Finally, brain signal complexity is highly sensitive to age and reflects inter-individual differences in cognition and motor function. In sum, we identify a spatiotemporal complexity architecture of neural activity – a functional “complexome” that gives rise to the network organization of the human brain.
Main

The human brain operates in large-scale functional networks thought to underlie cognition and behavior\textsuperscript{1--13}. Collectively subsumed as the functional human connectome, these networks arise from the functional connectivity (FC) among brain regions, estimated as the correlation structure of whole-brain activity in fMRI\textsuperscript{1,2,28,33,34}. The organization of these connectivity networks is increasingly well understood, including the temporal dynamics\textsuperscript{14--20}, network economy\textsuperscript{21--23}, and functional hierarchy\textsuperscript{24--27} within the connectome. However, it remains a fundamental challenge in neuroscience to understand how these spatially distributed properties are embedded in the local activity of individual brain regions\textsuperscript{8,29}. Recent work suggests that functional connections between regions arise from only a few critical episodes in the blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) brain signals\textsuperscript{17,35,36}, yet the nature of such critical instants remains unclear.

Here we approach these challenges through the variability of neural activity, which has been hypothesized to enable the formation of the connectome\textsuperscript{5,6,8,29,37}, and which is increasingly recognized to carry important functional links to age and behavior\textsuperscript{30,31,38--40}. Using time-resolved complexity estimation of resting-state BOLD signals, we uncover the universal phenomenon of “complexity drops” that represent spontaneous episodes of increased pattern regularity in the brain. Identifying such critical episodes on the level of individual brain regions allows for the desired link between the neural activity of a particular region (i.e., the nodes of the connectome) and the inter-regional network properties that emerge from such activity (i.e., the edges of the connectome). Accordingly, we first tested the link between complexity drops and functional connections and found that FC among brain regions is an expression of their simultaneous engagement in such episodes, and that the brain’s network structure reflects this inter-regional drop coincidence.

Furthermore, a recent line of research points to the infra-slow propagation of BOLD activity patterns throughout the brain\textsuperscript{41--46}, offering a potential mechanism for trans-network communication\textsuperscript{47}. As complexity drops capture precisely such signal patterns, we next turned to the temporal evolution of these episodes and confirmed a lawful propagation of complexity drops across the brain. Intriguingly, these propagations not only adhered to the brain’s network architecture, but also intrinsically followed the recently reported unimodal-to-transmodal functional hierarchy\textsuperscript{20,24--26}, suggesting that the brain spontaneously and repeatedly reiterates its own functional architecture.
Moreover, mounting evidence suggests that the connectome is temporally dynamic, marked by a continuous alternation between functional network states\textsuperscript{14–20}. Given the link between complexity drops and FC, we hypothesized that such states of the network may be rooted in underlying states of neural activity. Supporting this idea, we found that the brain operates in temporal complexity states, and that these states result in gradual and momentary changes in the coupling strength of the connectome. Apart from connectivity alone, however, we expected that the topology of the connectome might be similarly adaptive, given that the brain is thought to balance cost-efficient segregated network configurations with communication-enhancing integrated configurations\textsuperscript{9,21,23}. Supporting the notion of such a cost-efficiency trade-off\textsuperscript{9,21}, we found that the default state of neural activity is a low-cost state marked by few complexity drops and high segregation, and that this state is occasionally interrupted by high-efficiency brain states featuring many drops and high integration within the connectome.

Furthermore, recent work on spatial network embedding has revealed a functional hierarchy within the connectome, characterized by a principal gradient between lower-order unimodal and higher-order transmodal processing systems\textsuperscript{24–26}. Given its link to complexity drop propagation, we next tested the spatial relationship between this gradient and complexity states and corroborated a strong convergence of their topologies. In addition, this gradient measure of functional hierarchy has been linked to proxies of anatomical hierarchy such as cortical myeloarchitecture\textsuperscript{27,32,48,49}. Since complexity state topology represents both a local brain characteristic (like myelination) and a functional measure (like gradient loadings), we hypothesized that complexity states may bridge such a structure-function relationship within the network\textsuperscript{50}. Indeed, accounting for complexity state topology completely resolved the gradient-myelin association, but not vice versa, suggesting that complexity state dynamics may underlie the link between microstructure and connectivity.

Lastly, we turn to the behavioral implications of our findings, given that the variability of neural activity is increasingly recognized to be functionally relevant\textsuperscript{29–31,38–40,51–53}. Even over the narrow range of early adulthood, complexity dynamics were highly sensitive to age and reflected inter-individual differences in cognition and motor performance, suggesting that an increased capacity for complexity drops represents a beneficial functional profile of the brain.

Below, we address these analyses in turn, combining multimodal imaging data from the Human Connectome Project (HCP)\textsuperscript{54,55} with analytical approaches including graph theory, structure detection, resampling methods and multivariate techniques.
Resting-state complexity dynamics

Complexity dynamics were estimated through time-resolved symbolic encoding\(^{56,57}\) on the BOLD signals, yielding a complexity timeseries for each region of interest (Fig.1a). This approach leverages both pattern diversity and amplitude information within the signal (Extended Data Fig.1-2) to reveal a universal complexity structure of brain activity: Over about 80% of acquisition time, the brain exhibits widespread high-complexity signals, approaching the upper limit of expected values given the underlying signal characteristics (Extended Data Fig.1+3). Intermittently, however, this high-complexity activity is interrupted by spontaneous “complexity drops” that correspond to transient episodes of increased pattern regularity in the signals (Fig.1a, inset). These complexity drops appear in clusters of brain regions and over well-delineated periods in time, and the number of brain regions engaging in them closely reflects the brain’s overall signal complexity at any given point in time. Notably, these complexity dynamics were ubiquitously present in all analyzed recordings (684 scans from 343 participants; see online repository: https://osf.io/mr8f7) and were highly robust against different windowing parameters and parcellation approaches (Extended Data Fig.4-5). Spatial analysis revealed continuous high-complexity activity in medial temporal, anterior cingulate and subcortical regions –most markedly thalamic areas\(^{58}\)–, while complexity drops predominantly occurred in the cortex, with a focus on pericentral regions (Fig.1b). On the level of individual participants, the affinity for complexity drops was strongly linked to overall signal complexity (r=-0.9, p=1.6e-125) and showed significant constraints by established resting-state networks\(^7\) (RSN; \(\chi^2(7)=154, p=6.1e-30\)) as well as gradual decreases with age (\(\chi^2(2)=17.1, p=1.9e-4\)), even over the narrow age range of early adulthood (Fig.1b).

In line with the idea that FC emerges from only a few critical episodes in the BOLD signals\(^{17,35,36}\), regional complexity dynamics were intrinsically linked to inter-regional connectivity. Analyzing the occurrence of complexity drops revealed that the FC between any two regions is strongly driven by the degree to which they engage in complexity drops simultaneously (Fig.1c). While this “drop coincidence” explained a large part of the variance in FC overall (\(F(1,30133)=4.3e4, p=0, R^2_{\text{adj}}=0.59\)), it was also significantly higher for connections within, rather than across canonical RSNs (\(W=3.6e7, p=9.3e-161\)), suggesting that the brain’s network structure is a reflection of inter-regional differences in simultaneous complexity drops.

Further supporting this link to network differentiation, complexity timeseries exhibited a varying degree of interhemispheric symmetry (Fig.1d). Complexity symmetry was
systematically constrained by RSNs ($\chi^2(7) = 169$, $p = 4.6e-33$) and intrinsically followed the recently uncovered functional hierarchy between unimodal and transmodal areas$^{24–27}$, suggesting that the cross-hemispheric coupling of brain activity patterns is strongest in primary networks and becomes gradually more diverse in higher-order systems.

Complexity drops spread across the brain

In view of accumulating evidence for the propagation of BOLD activity patterns throughout the brain$^{41–47}$, we next probed such a pattern propagation in the temporal evolution of complexity drops. In line with this idea, complexity drops consistently occurred in dynamic cascades that start with a few initializing regions, gradually spread across the brain, and finally fade back to a few regions again, such that brain-wide drop engagement exhibits an inverted U-shape (Fig.2a, online video: https://osf.io/mr8f7). To formalize the spread of complexity drops across the brain, we developed a graph theoretical framework, where each individual propagation is described by a directed graph. These propagation graphs contain node layers that represent consecutive BOLD windows from cascade initialization ("source
layer”) to maximum drop engagement (“peak layer”), and where the direction of edges codes for progression in time (Fig.2b), enabling the estimation of region-to-region transition probabilities within a propagation.

Drop cascades were characterized by a strong positive relationship between cascade duration and the number of regions engaging in them (ρ=0.79, pFDR=2.9e-73), and the number of cascades an individual presented was strongly related to their source diversity, defined as the proportion of brain regions ever initializing a cascade (ρ=0.96, pFDR=2e-182; Fig.2c). Notably, we observed significant age-related decreases in the number of cascades (χ²(2)=13.9, p=9.5e-4) and in source diversity (χ²(2)=16.3, p=2.8e-4), but not in the number of regions dropping (χ²(2)=4.5, p=0.11) or cascade duration (χ²(2)=2.6, p=0.27), suggesting that individual propagations occur in a canonical fashion, although the predisposition to engage in them decreases with age (Fig.2c).

Spatial analysis of propagation graphs revealed that drop cascades originate predominantly in the cortex, with a focus on lower-order RSNs (Fig.2d). Furthermore, graph construction from the transition probabilities of individual spreads uncovered a highly structured propagation network (Fig.2e). Centrality analysis of this network revealed that the propagation of complexity drops follows an intrinsic hierarchy (Fig.2f), where the most influential nodes correspond to primary RSNs, and nodes of higher-order systems become gradually less central to the propagation.

Further supporting this propagation hierarchy, geodesic distances in the network showed that complexity drops spread along a unimodal-to-transmodal functional gradient (Fig.2g; Monte Carlo simulation of cluster groups: x_cluster=0.34, p=0.006). Furthermore, modelling geodesics as a function of probabilistic streamline connectivity and number of structural links (R_adj²=0.66, F(2,18)=20.9, p=2e-5) significantly improved explanatory power (ΔR²=0.3, η²_partial=0.5, F(1,18)=17.8, p=5.1e-4) compared to when only the number of links were considered (R_adj²=0.37, F(1,19)=12.7, p=0.002), suggesting that the propagation of complexity drops is further constrained by structural connectivity.

These findings strongly converge with the recently uncovered hierarchy within the connectome, characterized by a principal gradient between lower-order unimodal and higher-order transmodal processing systems. Additionally, the propagation of complexity drops aligns well with the recently reported activity pulses in disused motor circuits, which likewise occurred spontaneously and were propagated through the motor network.
Our findings suggest that these pulses represent an adaptive enhancement of a preexisting phenomenon, the dynamic propagation of regularity throughout the brain. Given that these propagations intrinsically followed the brain’s functional hierarchy, such episodes may not be limited to impairment-induced plasticity [45] but rather represent a more general mechanism by which the brain repeatedly and adaptively reiterates its own functional architecture.

**Fig. 2** *Complexity drops spread across the brain.* **a,** Drop cascades. Points represent a random sample of 500 out of 5345 total cascades in the study population. Engagement is thresholded to at least 10 regions dropping simultaneously at peak. **b,** Formalization of individual spreads as directed propagation graphs. Window-to-window temporal resolution corresponds to 2.16 seconds (3 TRs). **c,** Propagation properties and age effects (pairwise tests FDR-corrected). **d,** Spatial topology of cascade origination. **e,** Propagation network, thresholded to the 95th percentile of strongest connections (edge thickness: transition probability; node diameter: source probability). **f,** Hub topology of the propagation network, given by Kleinberg’s eigenvector centrality. FP and DMN are omitted because of near-zero entries only. **g,** Average node-to-node geodesic distances in the propagation network. Monte Carlo simulation testing the significance of unimodal vs. transmodal network clusters. Association between geodesic distances and the probabilistic streamline connectivity index (PSCI).

**The brain operates in complexity states**

Next, we tested the idea that the temporal dynamics of functional network states [14–20] may be rooted in underlying states of neural activity. Unsupervised clustering on the complexity timeseries supported this hypothesis, suggesting that the brain operates in distinct complexity states. In line with the inspection of individual timeseries (Fig.1a; online repository), participants spent most time in a default high-complexity state (Fig.3a), while the more infrequently visited states entailed gradually decreasing levels of complexity,
yielding a strong discriminatory effect of complexity across states ($\eta^2=0.90$, [0.89-0.91]). Notably, while complexity states are derived directly from the activity of individual brain regions, they resulted in pronounced effects on the coupling strength and configuration of the connectome, which are derived from the inter-regional correlation of activity. In consequence, the default state of neural activity was marked by low coupling strength of the network, while the lower-complexity states entailed gradual increases in connectivity.

The impact of complexity states furthermore extended to the configuration of the connectome\textsuperscript{21–23}, yielding high network modularity and low efficiency in high-complexity brain states. As for connectivity, lower-complexity states resulted in gradual decreases in modularity and concordant increases in network efficiency. This impact of complexity states on the network also held at the temporal resolution of individual window-to-window transitions (Fig.1b). While all complexity states were similarly stable, switches between low-complexity and high-complexity brain states typically occurred through one of the intermediate complexity states, and these transitions were accompanied by fine-grained changes in the connectivity, modularity, and efficiency of the network.

These findings show that complexity states of neural activity shape the coupling strength and topology of the connectome in a moment-by-moment fashion. Notably, modularity and efficiency represent two complimentary network characteristics, where the former describes a segregated configuration thought to reduce biological cost and the latter implies an integrated configuration that enhances communication within the network\textsuperscript{9,21,22,61}. The brain must balance both, however, yielding a cost-efficiency trade-off that is continuously re-negotiated\textsuperscript{21}. Our findings indicate that the brain implements such a trade-off with a default state of segregated neural activity that maintains cost-effectiveness, while the infrequent low-complexity states ensure recurrent phases of high coupling and functional integration.

Given these effects of complexity states on the network, we furthermore tested how much the space of possible complexity states (defined by clustering parameters, see Methods) was explored by individual participants (Fig.3c). To this end, we derived a measure of state exploration based on the difference between an individual’s empirical state visits and a theoretical uniform distribution. This state dispersion index (SDI) showed good between-scan reliability and significantly decreased with age ($\chi^2(2)=12.8$, $p=0.002$), suggesting that older participants show increasingly rigid dynamics of neural activity, consistent with the age-related reductions in drop affinity (Fig.1b) and propagation diversity (Fig.2c).
Notably, all state findings were highly robust against the number of expected complexity states (Extended Data Fig.6-7).

Fig.3 | The brain operates in complexity states. a, State-wise distributions of occupancy, signal complexity, FC strength, network modularity, and global efficiency (n=343). b, Window-to-window state transition frequencies. State-dependent changes tested against deviation from zero (t-test, \( p_{FDR} < 0.05 \) for all except those marked by \#). Association of network measures with \( \Delta \)WPE correspond to the correlation of the respective matrices. c, Illustration, reliability, and age effect of the state dispersion index (SDI). d, Spatial topology of centroid locations (within-state z-scores). Coefficient of variation (CoV) over regions and state-wise complexity drops. MLRT, modified likelihood ratio test. e, Topology and network distribution of the across-state distance (ASD). f, Average regional myelination and the unimodal-to-transmodal FC gradient. Correlation to ASD assessed by spin permutation tests. g, Partial correlation between ASD, myelin, and the connectivity gradient. Hierarchical regression on the gradient loadings with myelin content and ASD as explanatory variables. All pairwise tests FDR-corrected.
**Complexity states and network hierarchy**

Next, we tested the topology of complexity states against recent insights into the spatial embedding of the connectome\textsuperscript{25,26}. Corroborating the distribution of average signal complexity (Fig.1b), subcortical areas persistently showed high-complexity activity, largely independent from the current global complexity state (Fig.3d). In contrast, cortical topologies varied distinctly with the number of regions engaged in complexity drops ($\chi^2(3)=1172$, $p=9.4e-254$), inducing significant spatial heterogeneity across complexity states (MLRT=655, $p=0$).

To investigate which brain regions drive these differences, we derived a measure of across-state distance (ASD) as the cumulative centroid-to-centroid Euclidean distance for every region across 4-dimensional state space (Fig.3e). Consistent with the interhemispheric signal coupling (Fig.1) and the propagation gradient of complexity drops (Fig.2), the ASD intrinsically followed a unimodal-to-transmodal spatial gradient\textsuperscript{25,26}, where regions that were most variable across complexity states represented the unimodal end of the hierarchy. To test this spatial convergence, we estimated both the connectivity gradient\textsuperscript{24,25,49} as well as cortical myelination\textsuperscript{48}, a proxy of anatomical hierarchy that has been linked to these gradient loadings\textsuperscript{26,27,32,49}, yielding a structure-function relationship within the connectome\textsuperscript{50}.

Spin permutation testing\textsuperscript{49,62} uncovered a pronounced positive association of ASD topology with cortical myeloarchitecture as well as a strong negative relationship with the connectivity gradient (Fig.3f). While we were able to reproduce the previous link between myelination and the FC gradient\textsuperscript{27,32,49} ($\rho_{\text{empirical}}=-0.52$, $\rho_{\text{spin}}<0.001$), partial correlations of all three variables revealed that the association between myelin and the gradient loadings disappeared when controlling for ASD, whereas the ASD-myelin and ASD-gradient relationships persisted when controlling for the respective other variable. Further supporting this relationship, a hierarchical regression approach showed that ASD topology alone explained a large part of the variance in gradient loadings ($R_{adj}^2=0.57$, $p=4.9e-40$) and completely resolved the myelin-gradient effect in the augmented model (Fig.3g).

These results suggest that complexity states of neural activity may underlie the link between microstructural brain features and macroscale connectivity\textsuperscript{32}, bridging anatomical and functional hierarchies within the connectome.
Complexity-behavior relationships

Lastly, as neural variability is increasingly recognized to carry functional significance\textsuperscript{29–31,38–40,51–53}, we probed the behavioral implications of the observed complexity dynamics. Given the age-related reduction in drop affinity (Fig.1b) and the link between complexity drops and functional integration (Fig.3), we expected lower complexity values to reflect better behavioral performance and lower age. To test this relationship, participant age and behavioral variables were subjected to a multivariate Partial Least Squares (PLS) analysis\textsuperscript{63,64}, including composite scores of crystallized and fluid abilities and the first principal components of cognitive, motor, and sensory task performance metrics (Extended Data Fig.8). PLS returned a significant latent solution on the relationship between variance in complexity and differences in behavior (permuted $p=2\times10^{-4}$). Confirming directional expectations, latent brain scores were positively related to latent behavioral scores ($\rho=0.28$), and in this latent space, signal complexity was positively linked to age and negatively associated with crystallized abilities, cognitive task performance and motor function (Fig.4a).

Notably, the associated bootstrap ratios showed that complexity-behavior associations were systematically constrained by functional networks ($\chi^2(7)=95.4$, $p=9.5\times10^{-18}$), with strongest contributions by higher-order systems including the ventral attention and default mode network (Fig.4b). Given the direction of these complexity-behavior relationships, our findings suggest that an increased capacity for complexity drops may represent a beneficial functional profile of the brain.

Fig. 4 | Signal complexity reflects inter-individual differences in age and behavior. a, Multivariate partial least squares correlation. Indicator plot (error bars: 95% CI) for age and behavioral variables (comp: composite score; PC1: first principal component; *: significant coefficient). Correlation of brain and behavior scores of the first latent variable (LV). b, Spatial topology and network distribution of bootstrap ratios.
Conclusion

Collectively, these findings speak to a unifying principle of brain organization, grounded in a spatiotemporal complexity architecture of neural activity. This functional “human complexome” closes a gap between the variability of neural activity and the principles that govern the human connectome, including the formation of functional connections among brain regions, the propagation of activity patterns throughout the brain, as well as the functional states, economy, and hierarchy of brain networks. Our results thus point to a model of the brain in which its functional architecture unfolds from recurrent episodes of neural regularity, providing a new framework for discovery in the neurosciences.
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Online methods

Data and preprocessing

Data were obtained from the Human Connectome Project (HCP)\textsuperscript{54,65}, including minimally processed resting-state fMR\textsuperscript{65,66}, diffusion-weighted images (DWI), T1-/T2 image ratios\textsuperscript{48} as well as demographics and behavioral scores from 343 participants (138 males, 205 females). MRI data were acquired in a 3T scanner at Washington University in St. Louis with multiband echo-planar imaging (1200 volumes, TR = 0.72s, 2mm isotropic voxels). Two runs, each with one right-to-left and one left-to-right phase encoding protocol, were acquired for each participant on two consecutive days. These two runs in a session were averaged, resulting in two resting-state recordings of approximately 15 minutes for each participant (1200 sampled time points). Two scans from different participants were excluded because of incomplete data, resulting in a total of 684 scans. All acquisition parameters and processing pipelines are described in detail in refs\textsuperscript{65–69}. We manually applied bandpass filtering [0.01 Hz to 0.1 Hz] and z-scoring to each voxel before extracting the BOLD timeseries based on the Brainnetome (BNA) atlas\textsuperscript{59}, which includes 246 cortical and subcortical regions of interest (ROI). Assignment of ROIs to seven canonical resting-state networks (visual (VIS), somatomotor (SMN), dorsal attention (dATT), ventral attention (vATT), default mode (DMN), frontoparietal (FP), and limbic (LIM)) is provided with the BNA template\textsuperscript{59}. This mapping is derived from the cortical network parcellation by Yeo et al.\textsuperscript{70} and is available from www.brainnetome.org/resource. Regions 165, 177, and 178 (located in the left insular gyrus as well as left and right cingulate) are not labelled in the template and were manually assigned to the frontoparietal network based on their overlap with the Yeo parcellation. Furthermore, regions in the basal ganglia, thalamus, hippocampus, and amygdala were subsumed as subcortical parcels. Finally, to investigate the sensitivity of the observed complexity dynamics to higher and lower spatial granularity, the atlases provided by Shen et al.\textsuperscript{71} (268 ROIs) and Shirer et al.\textsuperscript{72} (90 ROIs) were included for comparative parcellation, with highly convergent results (Extended Data Fig.4-5).

Time-resolved estimation of signal complexity

Signal complexity of the BOLD timeseries was calculated as weighted permutation entropy\textsuperscript{56} (WPE) through symbolic encoding of the timeseries vectors. WPE is an amplitude-sensitive extension of permutation entropy (PE)\textsuperscript{57}, an information-theoretic quantity that captures the
degree of irregularity as the Shannon entropy on the occurrence of symbolic motifs within a timeseries.

WPE is defined as

\[ H_{WPE}(m, \tau) = - \sum_{i: \pi_i^{m, \tau} \in \Pi} p_w(\pi_i^{m, \tau}) \ln p_w(\pi_i^{m, \tau}) \]

where \( m \) is the length of symbolic motifs in the timeseries, \( \tau \) is a lag parameter indicating the number of time points to shift along the timeseries, \( \pi_i^{m, \tau} \) represents the \( i \)'th symbolic motif out of the set of possible motifs \( \Pi \) given the motif length, and \( p_w(\pi_i^{m, \tau}) \) is the variance-weighted relative frequency of motif \( i \), as detailed in ref\(^56\). Following methodological considerations\(^56,74\) and previous applications of WPE to neural data analysis\(^75,76\), a motif length of \( m = 3 \) and a lag parameter of \( \tau = 1 \) was applied to compute the motif distribution over the signal vector of interest, and WPE bit values were normalized to lie in \([0, 1]\)\(^56\). Notably, by leveraging both pattern diversity (assessed by PE) and amplitude information (assessed by the standard deviation over the BOLD vector), WPE captures signal dynamics that remain undetected when considering only one of these characteristics (Extended Data Fig.1-2). A further advantage of WPE lies in its ability to accommodate a time-resolved approach, based on the comparatively low number of timeseries samples needed to achieve stable estimation\(^74,77\). Accordingly, we here applied a sliding window approach, where the entire BOLD timeseries in divided into temporally contiguous windows of a prespecified length and overlap. In the main text, we report the findings for a window length of 60 TRs (43.2 seconds) with 95% overlap, yielding a window-to-window temporal resolution of 3 TRs (2.16 seconds) and a time-resolved signal complexity vector of 380 windows. To investigate the sensitivity of the observed complexity dynamics to the windowing parameters, we analyzed window lengths of 60, 90, and 120 samples with 95% and 90% window overlap, respectively, with highly convergent results (Extended Data Fig.4).

Based on the ubiquitously observed pattern of predominant high complexity with recurrent complexity drops, we defined a threshold of drop engagement as the first percentile of the total WPE distribution (critical WPE = 0.273). Accordingly, whenever a region’s signal complexity met this value for a given BOLD window, it was counted as engaged in a complexity drop in that window (Fig.1a). Notably, whether this thresholding procedure was applied across all participants or as participant-specific percentile thresholds made essentially no difference to the spatial distribution of where complexity drops occurred (\( r = 0.99, p<0.001 \)). We then investigated to which extent brain regions coincide in their drop
engagement over time. To this end, we iterated over all BOLD windows in the data set and counted those regions that met the drop threshold simultaneously in each window. This count matrix was normalized by the maximum coincidence count, yielding drop coincidence values from 0 to 1. The pairwise drop coincidences between any two regions were then subjected to correlation analyses with the corresponding functional connectivity values (Fig.1c). To investigate how the likelihood to engage in complexity drops is distributed over brain regions and age groups, we furthermore calculated time-resolved drop affinity for each scan. To this end, a binary matrix (BOLD windows over ROIs) was created, containing ones whenever a region’s signal complexity met the drop threshold in a particular window, and zero otherwise. These affinity matrices were then averaged to estimate participant-wise and region-wise drop affinity. Note that the time-resolved affinity vector for individual scans also served the observation of brain-wide engagement in complexity drops (Fig.2a) and the subsequent propagation analysis.

We furthermore investigated the degree of similarity between a region’s complexity timeseries with its contralateral equivalent (Fig.1d). To this end, we defined an interhemispheric symmetry index (ISI), which is computed as the correlation coefficient of a region with its contralateral equivalent, weighted by the proportion of the 246 BNA regions that were less strongly correlated with that region. Accordingly, a region with high cross-hemispheric similarity shows many regions that are less correlated with it than the contralateral equivalent, yielding a weighting factor close to one. In contrast, if there are many regions that exhibit a higher correlation to the target region than the contralateral ROI, this weighting factor decreases, resulting in lower ISI values.

**Descriptive statistics**

Group-level comparisons (e.g., by age or by resting-state networks) were carried out with the nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test\(^7\), which rests on observation ranks and applies to \(n\geq2\) groups. Significant group differences at \(\alpha=0.05\) were followed up by pairwise rank sum tests\(^7\), with adjustment for multiple comparisons using the false discovery rate (FDR). Associations between continuous variables were assessed with parametric or nonparametric correlation tests, depending on the underlying distributions. Participant age was given in the age groups of 22-25, 26-30, 31-35, and >35 years; for age-wise comparisons, however, participants over 35 years were excluded, as this only applied to \(n=3\) individuals. For all assessments of directional effects, two-tailed tests were applied.
Propagation analysis

The propagation of complexity drops across the brain was formalized as a graph theoretical problem. Here, each individual propagation was modelled as a directed graph where nodes represent brain regions engaged in complexity drops and directed edges represent the progression in time from one BOLD window to the next.

To identify drop cascades in the dataset, a stepwise search procedure was applied. First, all BOLD windows with at least \( n = 10 \) regions simultaneously engaged in complexity drops were identified in the time-resolved affinity vector. If there were several temporally contiguous windows that met this criterion, the window with the maximum number of engaged regions was defined as the peak layer in the directed graph. From this peak layer, a window-by-window backward and forward search identified the neighboring windows in which the number of engaged regions increased until reaching the peak layer (propagation phase) and decreased after the peak (fade phase), respectively. The minimum cascade length thus included three contiguous windows (initialization – peak – fade). Although very rare, instances in which the windows directly before or after the peak showed no engaged regions were discarded. To investigate the spread of complexity drops in the propagation phase, individual directed graphs were constructed from the initialization window – in which the engaged regions represent the graph’s source nodes – to the peak window (Fig.2b).

For all windows from initialization to peak, the newly engaging regions from one window to the next were registered to compute the empirical transition probability, where all newly engaged regions in window \( i \) obtain directed edges to all newly engaging regions in window \( i + 1 \). The region-by-region transition probability matrix (TPM) was then constructed based on the path-weighted edges in the propagation graph. Here, edges in temporally contiguous windows were assigned a weight of 1, while connections in non-neighboring windows were assigned the inverse of the path length (e.g., \( \frac{1}{2} \) for connections from window \( i \) to window \( i + 2 \)) to account for the temporal evolution of the spread. For instance, if engagement of a region A is frequently followed by engagement of region B, but through variable intermediate engagement of regions C, D, etc., this is missed in a binary TPM, as only neighboring window are considered. Construction of propagation graphs and TPMs over individual cascades subsequently allowed for participant-wise and group-level analyses: to capture cascade origination, the source node probability of each brain region was computed as the rate of occurrence in the initialization window. The diversity of source nodes was calculated as the percentage of unique brain regions ever initializing a participant’s cascades. The average TPM over individual spreads yielded the directed group-level propagation network.
in Fig.2e, representing the 95th percentile of path-weighted transition probabilities. Graph construction and topological analyses on the propagation network was implemented with the igraph package (version 1.2.5) for R. The hub structure of the network was quantified as Kleinberg centrality, an extension of eigenvector centrality for directed networks. Geodesic distances were computed for every node-to-node comparison in the propagation network and averaged for all combinations within and across resting-state networks. The average distance matrix was then subjected to hierarchical clustering using the default complete linkage method. As this approach revealed a highly suggestive order from unimodal to transmodal networks, we explicitly investigated this cluster structure by defining a unimodal and a transmodal cluster group, subsequently tested with a Monte Carlo simulation using the sigclust package. The null hypothesis of this cluster test is that the data emanate from a single Gaussian distribution. To assess this hypothesis, 5000 Gaussian samples were created to estimate the distribution of the cluster index, a test statistic defined as the sum of within-class sums of squares about the mean in relation to the total sum of squares about the overall mean (cf., https://rdrr.io/cran/sigclust/man).

**Clustering of complexity states**

The time-resolved signal complexity matrix (rows: 684 scans x 380 windows = 259,920 observations; columns: 246 ROIs) was subjected to unsupervised structure detection to investigate temporally discrete complexity states. To this end, we applied the MATLAB-inbuilt k-means clustering algorithm with a maximum of 1000 iterations, 20 replicates with random initial positions to avoid local minima, the k-means ++ heuristic for centroid initialization, and the squared Euclidean distance as the target metric to be optimized. Based on the observed complexity dynamics (Fig.1a; online repository: https://osf.io/mr8f7), we expected a predominant high-complexity state, an infrequent low-complexity state, and a varying number of intermediate complexity states. As common cluster evaluation indices to determine the optimal k of expected clusters resulted in heterogeneous estimates between k=3 and k=5 depending on windowing parameters and the optimization criterion applied, we specified k=4 (i.e., two intermediate complexity states) and ran comprehensive control analyses for k=3 (i.e., one intermediate state) and k=5 (i.e., three intermediate states). Results reported in the main text were extremely robust against the choice of k, including the occupancy-complexity relationship, the impact of complexity states on network strength and topology, state dispersion, as well as the spatial topology of complexity states (whose spatial heterogeneity was assessed based on the modified likelihood ratio test).
MLRT) and its link to myelination and the primary functional connectivity gradient (Extended Data Fig. 6-7).

**State dispersion index (SDI)**

To assess the degree to which the empirical state visits of an individual participant were distributed across the $k$ possible complexity states, we defined a state dispersion index (SDI), calculated as

$$SDI = 1 - \frac{WSD_{\text{empirical}}}{WSD_{\text{maximum}}},$$

where $WSD$ corresponds to the first Wasserstein distance between two discrete distributions\(^{85}\). In particular, $WSD_{\text{empirical}}$ is given by the distance between the empirically observed state occupancy (Fig.3a+c) and theoretical maximum dispersion (i.e., a perfect uniform distribution). This distance is normalized by $WSD_{\text{maximum}}$, which is given by the distance between the theoretical minimum dispersion (only one of $k$ states was ever visited) and the uniform distribution. Consequently, the $SDI$ lies in $[0,1]$, and is bounded by 0 if only one state was ever visited in the empirical state occupancy (minimum dispersion), and 1 if the latter is identical to the uniform (maximum dispersion).

**Across-state distance (ASD)**

To characterize the spatial topology across the estimated complexity states, we defined an index of across-state distance (ASD). Let $K$ denote the set of unique centroid pairs $(i,j)$ in $k$-dimensional state space. For each brain region, the ASD is computed as the cumulative Euclidean distance $D$ over all pairs of centroids $C$ in $K$:

$$ASD = \sum_{(i,j) \in K} D(C_i||C_j).$$

For the Brainnetome parcellation, this yields a 1 x 246 vector, where higher values indicate brain regions that show greater centroid-to-centroid distances and thus more pronounced differences in signal complexity over the estimated complexity states. Note that the resulting ASD topology was very robust against the choice of $k$ (Extended Data Fig.6-7), and that this vector constituted the input for the subsequent analyses linking state topology to cortical myelination and the primary functional connectivity gradient.
Functional connectivity and network topology

Static functional connectivity was estimated as the ROI-by-ROI Pearson correlation matrix over the entire resting-state recording. These matrices were averaged over runs and participants to obtain the group-level functional connectivity matrix for investigating the association to drop coincidence and for the construction of the macroscale connectivity gradient (see below). Furthermore, dynamic functional connectivity was computed as the correlation matrix over each BOLD window, resulting in a 246x246x380 array for the specified window parameters. Dynamic connectivity strength was calculated as the mean over these window-wise matrices, yielding a 1x380 vector. The topology of the time-resolved functional networks was assessed with the Brain Connectivity Toolbox86, available from www.brain-connectivity-toolbox.net. Network modularity as a measure of functional segregation was estimated through Louvain community detection (community_louvain.m) with asymmetric treatment of negative weights as recommended in ref.86 and with a γ-parameter of 1.05 to accommodate the ability to detect smaller modules86. Furthermore, global efficiency as an estimate of functional integration was computed using the efficiency_wei.m function, with negative weights discarded86. This approach yielded vectors of time-resolved modularity and global efficiency (1x380 BOLD windows) for each resting-state recording. These time-resolved vectors constituted the input for the calculation of both the participant averages (Fig.3a) and the window-to-window transitions (Fig.3b) of network descriptors, where the corresponding complexity state vector from the clustering output served as a state-wise mask.

Structural connectivity estimation

Structural connectivity matrices were computed using probabilistic tractography as implemented in the FMRIB’s Diffusion Toolbox ProbtrackX GPU program87. Diffusion-weighted data provided as the “Diffusion BedpostX” package were available for 340 of the 343 participants in the study population. These data were preprocessed as described in ref65, including registration to native space, movement and eddy currents correction, and application of BedpostX to model white matter fiber orientations for probabilistic tractography. The connectivity distribution is then computed using iterations of streamlines propagated from seed regions to target regions. Briefly, a single propagation entails moving along a streamline by steps of a specified length, evaluating for exclusion or termination criteria at each step, and continuing this process until criteria for exclusion (streamline discarded) or termination (propagation ended but streamline retained) are met. The output
is a matrix which quantifies the number of non-discarded streamlines between a seed and target. In line with the functional analyses, BNA regions were specified as seed ROIs to guide tractography. Network mode was applied in ProbtrackX to compute a ROI-by-ROI connectivity matrix, where rows represent seed ROIs and columns correspond to target ROIs. Each BNA region was input as a binary mask in MNI space. Since the seed ROIs (standard) and processed diffusion data (native) were not registered to the same space, bidirectional participant-specific nonlinear transformations between standard and structural space as provided by the HCP were passed to ProbtrackX. Following the recommendation that the inclusion of additional anatomical priors increases the biological plausibility of modelled white matter tracts, we included participant-specific gray matter (GM) masks from Freesurfer as termination masks (--stop). By terminating a propagated streamline as soon as it enters this GM mask, streamlines are forced to terminate near the boundary between GM and WM instead of travelling further into a GM region. Streamline termination parameters were applied as ProbtrackX defaults: streamline curvature threshold exceeded (0.2, ~80 degrees), streamline path returns to a point which it already intersected previously (--loopcheck), streamline exits the nodiff_brain_mask (BedpostX output), and maximum number of steps per streamline (2000) reached using a step length of 0.5mm. For each voxel in a seed region, 1000 samples were propagated. Distance correction (--pd) was applied to compensate for the bias that the probability of a streamline successfully reaching the target ROI decreases as the distance between a seed and target ROI increases. Distance correction as implemented in ProbtrackX adjusts the connectivity distribution between a seed-target ROI pair by multiplying the number of successful streamlines between the ROIs by the average path length of the streamlines. Finally, ROI-by-ROI connectivity matrices were then normalized using the probabilistic streamline connectivity index (PSCI) procedure, as described in ref[60]. The PSCI scales the streamline counts between ROI pairs based on the number of propagated and successful streamlines as well as the size of both the seed and target ROIs.

**Myelination estimation**

Cortical grayordinate myelin maps obtained from the T1w/T2w image ratios were used to calculate the average myelin content of ROIs in the atlas template. Since our parcellation approach did not benefit from the higher resolution of the 164k images, we analyzed the unsmoothed, bias-corrected 32k areal-feature-based aligned images
(“MyelinMap_BC_MSMAll.32k_fs_LR.dscalar.nii”) using the Multimodal Surface Matching algorithm. Parcel-wise myelin content was obtained using the Connectome Workbench (command: -cifti-parcellate) by averaging over the myelin map within the respective BNA regions.

**Gradient construction, spin permutation, and hierarchical regression**

The macroscale connectivity gradient was computed on the group-average functional connectivity matrix. As only the cortex is mapped to the FreeSurfer sphere for later spin permutation, the input matrix was restricted to the 210x210 cortical ROIs of the BNA. Gradient analysis was implemented with the BrainSpace toolbox for neuroimaging and connectomics datasets. Following ref., cosine similarity was applied to compute the affinity matrix. A total of 10 components, diffusion embedding for non-linear dimensionality reduction (diffusion time of 0, alpha parameter of 0.5), and 90% region-wise feature sparsity were used for gradient construction, following the default recommendations. The gradient fit on these data is displayed in Fig.3f of the main text and precisely identified the canonical unimodal to transmodal connectivity gradient first reported in ref.. To examine the association between these gradient loadings and the other cortical features (myelination, across-state distance), we applied spin permutation correlation of the respective cortical maps. This approach consists in a series of random spherical rotations that preserve the spatial autocorrelation of the data, resulting in empirical null models that counteract the potential inflation of statistical significance in simple univariate tests. Here we implemented a variant of this procedure that specifically applies to parcellated instead of vertex-wise cortical maps. Nonparametric correlations over 5000 random rotations were computed to estimate the empirical distribution of the test statistic for the three comparisons between gradient loadings, cortical myelination, and the across-state distance.

The empirically observed associations across these cortical features were furthermore subjected to a nonparametric partial correlation analysis using the ppcor package for R (Fig.4g). As this approach suggested high explanatory power of complexity topology, these analyses were corroborated with a hierarchical regression approach, where variance in gradient loadings was modelled as a function of cortical myelination (compact model 1), across-state-distance (compact model 2), or both (augmented model 3). These individual linear models were then compared through F-tests for nested models with the lmSupport package for R.
**Complexity-behavior associations**

To assess associations between signal complexity and participant characteristics, average WPE values per ROI and participant were tested against age and indices of cognitive performance, motor skills as well as sensory scores, as provided with the HCP data. To ensure data quality and minimize the impact of non-normally distributed variables, we transformed response time data to speed via inversion, subjected skewed data to log transformations (if absolute skewness > 1), excluded data from participants with missing values in at least one variable, and removed outliers (mean ± 4 standard deviations). In total, data from 13 participants were thus excluded, leaving n=330 participants for behavioral analyses. To this end, we tested the multivariate relationship between BOLD signal complexity and individual participant measures by means of a partial least squares (PLS) analysis\(^ {63,64,93}\) (Fig.4). We applied a behavioral PLS approach that allows for the estimation of multivariate correlations between a three-dimensional brain variable (average WPE per ROI and participant) and multiple behavioral measures (Extended Data Fig.8). To focus this analysis on general features of behavioral and cognitive abilities, we performed principal component analyses (PCA) on the respective sets of single measures of performance and speed in cognitive tasks, motor performance, and sensory skills. For each of the four domains, the first principal component accounted for more than 35% of total variance and component loadings were strictly positive, resulting in four principal component scores per participant that entered PLS analyses alongside individual age as well as composite scores of fluid and crystalized cognition, as provided with the HCP data, such that seven behavioral variables were used in the PLS analysis.

In brief, PLS works via the calculation of a correlation matrix that captures the between-participant correlation of the target brain measure in each region and the behavioral metrics of interest (matrix size: \(N_{\text{regions}} \times N_{\text{behavior}} = 246 \times 7\)). Next, this rank-correlation matrix is decomposed using singular value decomposition (SVD), resulting in \(N_{\text{behavior}} \times N_{\text{behavior}}\) latent variables. This approach produces two main outputs: (1) a singular value for every latent variable, indicating the proportion of cross-block variance explained by the latent variable, and (2) a pattern of weights (\(N_{\text{regions}}\)) representing the rank correlation strength between WPE and behavioral measures. The multiplication (dot product) of these weights with region-wise WPE yields brain scores reflecting the between-participant correlation of complexity and behavioral metrics. Statistical significance of these brain scores and underlying latent variables was tested by permuting behavioral measures across participants and recalculating the singular value of each latent variable (5000 permutations).
To furthermore estimate the robustness of the calculated weights, a bootstrap procedure was applied (5000 bootstraps with replacement). The division of the empirical weights by the bootstrapped standard error yields bootstrap ratios (BSR). These BSR values estimate the robustness of observed effects on a region-wise level and can be interpreted as values from a z-distribution. Hence, BSR values exceeding 1.96 relate to a correlation between the latent brain scores (weighted average WPE) and the latent behavioral scores (weighted behavioral metrics) at a p-value of p<0.05, and likewise p<0.01 for BSR values exceeding 2.7. Finally, bootstrap resampling was also applied to estimate the 95% confidence intervals for the observed indicator correlations between WPE and behavioral measures.

Data and code availability

Analyses were implemented in bash, MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, version 2019b), and R\(^{82}\) (version 3.6.3). Input data and code supporting the findings presented here will be made available upon acceptance of the manuscript.
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Extended Data Fig.1 | Weighted permutation entropy reflects amplitude and frequency variation that remains undetected when considering only pattern diversity or signal variance alone. **a**, Simulated sinusoid signal with constant frequency in the range of real BOLD signals (0.02 Hz) and with systematically increasing amplitude variation that results in changes of weighted permutation entropy (WPE) and amplitude variance, although pattern diversity alone (permutation entropy, PE) remains identical. **b**, Simulated sinusoid signal with constant amplitude and systematically increasing frequency variation that results in changes of weighted permutation entropy (WPE) and pattern diversity (PE), although signal variance remains unchanged. Note that WPE values monotonically increase with the higher frequency content, reaching about 0.42 at 0.1 Hz (identical to the applied low-pass filter settings in BOLD preprocessing), consistent with the empirically observed upper limit of the complexity timeseries derived from real BOLD signals (Fig.1a; online repository: https://osf.io/mr8f7; Extended Data Fig.3-4).
Extended Data Fig. 2 | Weighted permutation entropy tracks BOLD signal dynamics that remain undetected when considering only pattern diversity or signal variance alone. a, BOLD signals with identical amplitude variance but varying pattern diversity (permutation entropy, PE). b, BOLD signals with identical pattern diversity but varying amplitude variance. All signal snippets correspond to non-overlapping BOLD windows (60 TRs, as in main text) from the right postcentral gyrus of a representative resting-state recording. Columns show BOLD signals (left), the associated variance-weighted pattern distributions (middle), and the change in signal metrics (right).
Extended Data Fig.3 | Higher frequency content scales the upper limit on weighted permutation entropy values. The upper left panel shows the 95th percentile of WPE values from five randomly selected ROIs over different bandpass filter settings in a representative resting-state dataset. Brainnetome IDs of regions are given in brackets. In line with the frequency-sensitivity in pure sine signals (Extended Data Fig.1), systematic variation of the high-frequency cutoff gradually scales the upper limits of WPE values, which becomes apparent as significant monotonic upward trend in nonparametric Mann-Kendall tests and a systematic right-shift of the time-resolved WPE distributions for individual regions. For the applied low-pass cutoff of 0.1 Hz in the main text (dashed lines), maximum WPE values converge around 0.42 both in simulated and real signals, in line with the empirically observed upper limit of individual complexity timeseries (Fig.1a; online repository: https://osf.io/mr8f7; Extended Data Fig.4).
Extended Data Fig.4 | Reliability of resting-state complexity dynamics across functional parcellation granularity and windowing parameters. Time-resolved weighted permutation entropy from an exemplary HCP scan. The data were parcellated with three common functional brain atlases of varying spatial granularity (Brainnetome after Fan et al.\textsuperscript{59}, Shen et al.\textsuperscript{71}, and Shirer et al.\textsuperscript{72}) and with different windowing parameters for computing the WPE (60 TRs sliding by 3 TRs, and 90 TRs sliding by 4TRs). Spatial reliability is calculated as the correlation over time points for every combination of functional atlases, and temporal reliability is computed as the correlation of mean WPE values of every ROI for the two windowing parameters. Results in the main text are based on the Brainnetome atlas and 60 TR windows sliding to the next window by 3 TRs (upper left panel here).
Extended Data Fig.5 | The group-level spatial topology of signal complexity is robust across functional parcellation granularities. Spatial distribution of weighted permutation entropy averaged across participants. The same three functional brain atlases as in Extended Data Fig.3 were used (Brainnetome after Fan et al.\textsuperscript{59}, Shen et al.\textsuperscript{71}, and Shirer et al.\textsuperscript{72}). The results from the main text are based on the Brainnetome atlas (gray background). The divergence between subcortical regions (high complexity) and cortex, especially in pericentral areas (low complexity), is equivalently observed with the other two atlases of higher (Shen) and lower (Shirer) spatial granularity.
Extended Data Fig. 6 | Control analyses for k=3 expected complexity states. a, State-wise distributions of occupancy, signal complexity, FC strength, network modularity, and global efficiency. b, Age-related decline of state dispersion. c, Spatial topology, heterogeneity, and state-wise drop distribution over complexity states. d, Topology and spatial reliability of the across-state distance (ASD) compared to k=4 expected complexity states. e, Partial correlation between ASD, myelin, and the uni- to transmodal connectivity gradient loadings. f, Hierarchical regression on the gradient loadings with myelin content and ASD as explanatory variables. All results closely follow the results reported in Fig.3 of the main text.
Extended Data Fig. 7 | Control analyses for k=5 expected complexity states. **a,** State-wise distributions of occupancy, signal complexity, FC strength, network modularity, and global efficiency. **b,** Age-related decline of state dispersion. **c,** Spatial topology, heterogeneity, and state-wise drop distribution over complexity states. **d,** Topology and spatial reliability of the across-state distance (ASD) compared to k=4 and k=3 expected complexity states. **e,** Partial correlation between ASD, myelin, and the uni- to transmodal connectivity gradient loadings. **f,** Hierarchical regression on the gradient loadings with myelin content and ASD as explanatory variables. As for k=3 expected complexity states (Extended Data Fig.6), results closely follow the results reported in Fig.3 of the main text.
**Extended Data Fig. 8 | Univariate complexity-behavior associations over individual scores.**

**a.** Manhattan plot of complexity-behavior associations. Scatter plot showing the relationship between regional WPE values and behavioral variables. The plot includes a Manhattan plot of negative log p-values for nonparametric correlation tests between behavioral variables and regional WPE values. (dashed line: unadjusted alpha-level of 0.05; dotted line: critical alpha-level after FDR-correction over all tests).

**b.** Test outcomes over the individual scores of age, cognition, motor function, and sensory task performance. To extract general behavioral features, dimensionality reduction through Principal Component Analysis was applied to individual task performance metrics for the PLS analysis in the main text.